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Abstract
We consider the problem of deterministic broadcasting in radio networks when the nodes
have limited knowledge about the topology of the network. We show that for every determin-
istic broadcasting protocol there exists a network, of radius 2, for which the protocol takes
at least Ω(n
1
2 ) rounds for completing the broadcast. Our argument can be extended to prove
a lower bound of Ω((nD)
1
2 ) rounds for broadcasting in radio networks of radius D. This
resolves one of the open problems posed in [29], where in the authors proved a lower bound
of Ω(n
1
4 ) rounds for broadcasting in constant diameter networks.
We prove the new lower bound for a special family of radius 2 networks. Each network
of this family consists of O(
√
n) components which are connected to each other via only the
source node. At the heart of the proof is a novel simulation argument, which essentially says
that any arbitrarily complicated strategy of the source node can be simulated by the nodes
of the networks, if the source node just transmits partial topological knowledge about some
component instead of arbitrary complicated messages. To the best of our knowledge this type
of simulation argument is novel and may be useful in further improving the lower bound or
may find use in other applications.
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selective families, limited topological knowledge.
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1
1 Introduction
One of the most fundamental and well studied problems in distributed computing is the
problem of broadcasting. In broadcasting there is a source node which possesses a message
that should be sent to all the remaining nodes of the network. If the source node is directly
connected to all the nodes of the network then the message can be sent to the rest of the
nodes in a single transmission. What makes the problem of broadcasting non-trivial is that
the source node may not be directly connected to the rest of the network and the topology
of the network may be arbitrary. The minimum requirement on the topology of a network
so that broadcasting can be completed is that the network is connected. There are several
metrics to measure the complexity of a broadcasting protocol, like round complexity (min-
imum number of rounds needed to complete broadcasting), message complexity (minimum
number of messages needed to be sent to complete broadcasting) etc., which can be defined
in terms of the number of nodes in the network n, the radius of the network D, etc. The most
important and prevalent complexity measure under which the broadcasting problem has been
studied is the round complexity of the broadcasting protocol. This work focuses on the round
complexity of deterministic broadcasting protocols in special kinds of networks called radio
networks.
Ad-hoc radio networks. Broadcasting protocols find many applications in Ad-hoc wire-
less networks. Ad-hoc wireless networks are used in scenarios like battlefields, emergency dis-
aster reliefs and other situations where there is no infrastructure for communication networks.
Sensor networks are also an example of wireless radio networks. Unlike the traditional wire-
less networks these networks do not have a base station to which the nodes can communicate.
Nodes which are within the range of their radio signals communicate via radio transmissions,
while nodes that are far off rely on other nodes of the network to exchange messages.
Communication in these networks is structured using synchronous time-slots. In every
round each node either acts as a transmitter or as a receiver. A radio network can be
modeled as an undirected connected graph as follows: Each node in the graph represents a
processor, and two nodes are connected by an edge if the corresponding processors lie within
the transmission range of each other. A message transmitted by a node can potentially reach
all its neighbors. However, if more than one neighboring node send a message in the same
round, then a collision occurs. This is the model that was proposed in the seminal paper
on radio networks [3], and has been generally considered in the literature [29]. In [34], the
authors adopt a more pessimistic model for radio transmission, according to which when two
or more neighboring nodes transmit a message in the same round, the receiving node receives
the message from one of them and the messages from others are lost. The model considered
in this work is the one traditionally considered in the literature on radio broadcasting, i.e. as
stated in [3], [29], [30].
1.1 Related Work
The study of broadcasting in radio networks was initiated by Bar-Yehuda, Goldreich and
Itai in [3]. In [29], Kowalski and Pelc establish a lower bound of Ω(n1/4) rounds for the
deterministic broadcasting problem on radio networks of diameter 4 (and (nD3)1/4 rounds
for networks of diameter D) in the model considered traditionally, i.e., which is the model
stated in [3].
When the topology of the radio network is known to all the nodes of the network, a
deterministic broadcasting protocol of O(D lg22 n) was given in [11], for networks of radius
D. This centralized broadcasting protocol has recently been improved to O(D lg2 n + lg
2
2 n)
rounds by [30]. A protocol running in O(D+lg52 n) rounds was given in [21] and this has been
most recently improved to O(D + lg42 n) in [20]. A lower bound of Ω(lg2 n) rounds has been
proved in [1], for the centralized setting.
The setting where the nodes are given only their own labels, but not the labels of their
neighboring nodes has also been studied quite extensively. Research in this problem has led
to the introduction of very interesting combinatorial concepts like selective families. The
use of selective families in the design of deterministic protocols for unknown networks was
introduced by Chlebus et. al. in [12]. Several recent works exploit this combinatorial tool,
specifically the use of probabilistic method, for obtaining good lower and upper bounds for
the broadcasting problem [16], [12], [14].
The problem of broadcasting on directed radio networks has received much attention.
The protocol given by [12] requires O(n2) rounds for completion. This upper bound was
reduced to O(n
3
2 ) rounds by a breakthrough result of [13]. In a further breakthrough, [14],
the authors deployed the probabilistic method to bring the upper bound from O(n lg22 n)
to within logarithmic factors of the best known lower bound Ω(n lg2D). In [29], a further
improvement has been made for small diameter networks. They establish an upper bound of
O(n lg2 n lg2D). In [9], the authors define and deploy new combinatorial structures to reduce
this gap between lower and upper bounds to O(lg2D) factor i.e., give a broadcasting protocol
running in O(n lg22D) rounds.
Randomized protocols for the broadcasting problem have been studied in [3], [32], [27].
In these protocols, the nodes do not know the labels of their neighboring nodes and may in
fact have non-unique labels. In [3], a broadcasting protocol running in O(D lg2 n + lg
2
2 n)
rounds is given. A lower bound of Ω(D lg2(N/D)) rounds was proved for this problem in [27].
The lower bound of Ω(lg22 n) rounds for broadcasting protocols also holds for this problem.
A broadcasting protocol running in O(D lg2(n/D) + lg
n
2 ), matching the lower bound, was
proposed in [32].
In the wake up problem, each node in the network either wakes-up spontaneously or is
activated by receiving a wake-up signal from another node. Each active node transmits the
wake-up signal according to a given protocol. The running time of a wake-up protocol is
the number of steps counted from the first spontaneous wake-up, until all nodes become
activated. This problem has been studied under different assumptions in [15], [8], [22], [25].
Asynchronous radio broadcasting has been studied in [10].
In the next section, we shall present an outline of the proof of the lower bound. The rest
of the paper shall be devoted to formalizing this outline.
2 Some early developments and outline of the Proof
The study of broadcasting in radio networks was initiated by Bar-Yehuda, Goldreich and Itai
in [3], where they constructed a class of networks, referred to as simple BGI-networks (see
Figure 1(a)), for which they presented a lower bound for deterministic broadcasting. In [29],
Kowalski and Pelc observed that for simple BGI-networks the role of the source node cannot
be ignored in achieving faster broadcast. They go on to describe a deterministic protocol in
which the source assists other nodes in the network to complete broadcast on any BGI-network
in O(lg2 n) rounds.
Figure 1: (a) BGI-network and (b) C2 network
For the result in [4], [5], we introduced a more elaborate class of networks, (see Figure 1(b))
for which we asked the questions: ”If the broadcast protocol runs for at most r rounds, how
much assistance can the source node provide? Can this assistance be quantified in terms of the
number of rounds, the topology of the network and argued to be insufficient to significantly
expedite broadcasting?”.
The first attempt to formalize this idea was an information theoretic argument presented
in [4]. Basically it is argued in [4] that even if the role of the source node is substituted by an
advice string encoding some partial knowledge about the topology of the underlying network
in consideration, the assistance is found to be insufficient, information theoretically speaking,
to complete broadcast in
√
n rounds on at least some of the networks. This argument employs
a straightforward generalization of a lower bound on the size of selective families, [16]. In
this generalization we found a technical gap. The generalization is perhaps true for families
of subsets with special properties, but we believe that formulating an argument for the lower
bound along the original lines would make the proof unnecessarily complicated. Along the
same lines an oracle argument, [28], was also sketched in [5]. This argument has the conceptual
problem to ameliorate which the original information theoretic argument was proposed in [4].
Namely, if an oracle provides the identities of the two nodes with least IDs which transmitted
in a given round when a collision is detected, then depending on the specification of the
protocol the information provided by the oracle can also leak partial knowledge about the
topology of the network. For example, it may be the case that the protocol specifies that some
nodes in layer L1, with IDs smaller than the ones revealed by the oracle also transmit in this
round if connected to the appropriate node in layer L2 (see Figure 2). Then, an interpretation
of the oracle message is that these nodes are not connected to the corresponding nodes in L2
in the given network. This knowledge about the topology of the network may be exploited in
achieving faster broadcast in future and cannot just be ignored.
In this work we present a more direct proof of the lower bound, along lines similar to the
original information theoretic argument. The proof consists of three main components:
In the first component it is shown through a series of simulation based reductions that, if
an arbitrary deterministic broadcast protocol pi0 completes broadcast in r rounds on every C2
network, then there must exist another deterministic broadcast protocol in which the source
is given an advice string at the beginning of the protocol pi′ which the source transmits along
with the broadcast message at the beginning of the protocol and remains silent for the rest of
the protocol. This advice string consists of r blocks of binary strings each of which encodes
one of the following two types of messages: φ (which denotes a collision or empty message),
or a tuplet < i,Ci > where Ci denotes the configuration of the i
th BGI-component in the
network. The protocol pi′ must complete broadcast in at most 3 ∗ r rounds on every network
of the C2 family. These reductions are presented in Section 5.
The essence of the second component is to utilize meaningful connections between the
messages encoded in the advice string and the topology of the corresponding underlying
network. For this we consider the set of all the unique advice strings provided to the source
node for different networks from C2 family. We select one such advice string which must be
provided to the source node for a large subset of C2 networks. This subset of networks has
the property that all the different possible configurations of at least one BGI-component are
present in some network of the subset. These arguments are presented in Section 6.
The above two components are combined with a known lower bound on the size of selective
families, or alternatively a hitting game argument from [3], to complete the proof of the lower
bound, Theorem 4.2.
2.1 Organization of the rest of the paper
The rest of the paper is devoted to formalizing the above argument. Section 3 describes the
model in detail and introduces notations and definitions used in the text. Section 4 states
some auxiliary results and proves the main theorem. The statement of the reductions and
their proofs are presented in Section 5. Section 6 describes the procedure PRUNE() that
chooses an appropriate advice string and a corresponding subset of C2 networks as mentioned
above.
3 Description of the model and general definitions
Definition [3],[29]: A broadcast protocol pi for a radio network is a synchronous multipro-
cessor protocol which proceeds in rounds as follows:
1. Nodes have distinct labels from the set {0, 1, . . . ,m}, where m is a polynomial on the
number of nodes in the network. A distinguished node with label 0 is called the source
node.
2. All nodes execute identical copies of the same protocol pi.
3. In each round, every node either acts as a transmitter or as a receiver (or is inactive).
4. A node receives a message in a specific round if and only if it acts as a receiver and
exactly one of its neighbors transmits in that round. Otherwise, it receives φ. We
assume that the messages are authenticated, that is, when a node receives a message it
knows the label of the transmitting node.
5. The action of a node in a specific round is determined by
(a) Initial input, which contains its own label and the labels of its neighbors.
(b) Messages received by the node in previous rounds.
6. In round 0, only the source node transmits the broadcast message.
7. Only nodes that have received a message are allowed to transmit. That is, the only
spontaneous transmission is the one by the source in round 0.
8. Broadcast is completed in r rounds if all the nodes receive the source message in one of
the rounds 0, 1, . . . , r − 1.
3.1 C2 networks
Figure 2: C2 network
We prove the lower bound for a family of networks, called C2 networks, with radius 2
and a simple communication structure. Intuitively, a C2 network is formed by connecting a
number of BGI-networks via a common source node (see Figure 2). More precisely, the nodes
of a C2 network are divided into three layers: L0, L1 and L2, where:
• layer L0 consists only of the source node;
• layer L1 consists of
√
n groups of
√
n nodes each, all of which are connected to the source
node.
• layer L2 consists of
√
n nodes, each one of which is associated with a distinct group of
nodes in L1 and connected to an arbitrary subset of nodes of the group.
We call each group of nodes in L1 together with the associated node in L2 a BGI-
component, or alternatively a component, of the network.
The labels of the nodes in a network are arbitrary but fixed for all the C2 networks.
Thus, what distinguishes two networks N and M of C2 family is only the topology of one
or more BGI-components. Observing that there exists 2
√
n distinct possible topologies for a
BGI-component, we can give a complete description of a component by a tuplet < i, τ >,
where i is an index for the component which is being described and τ is an integer in the
range [0 . . . 2
√
n − 1].
3.2 Advice string υ(pi,N, t)
An advice string υ(pi,N, t) is an array of t elements, each of which could potentially encode
partial topological information about the network N . More precisely, each element consists
of either φ or a tuplet < i, τi > which describes the topology of a BGI-component of the
network N. The specific contents of the advice string υ(pi,N, t) depends on the first t rounds
of the execution of protocol pi on network N .
4 Main theorem
In this section we present the main theorem 4.2 which proves the lower bound. Theorem 4.2
combines the three parts of the argument Lemma 4.1 (simulation based reductions), Lemma
4.2 (selection of an advice string and an appropriate subset of networks) and Theorem 4.1 (a
well known lower bound on the size of selective families).
Lemma 4.1 Assume that there exists a protocol pi that completes broadcast in at most r
rounds on every network of the C2 family. Then, there exists a deterministic broadcast protocol
pi′ such that
• the nodes in layer Li transmit only in rounds t ≡ i (mod 3), for i = 0, 1, 2.
• for each network N of the C2 family there is an advice string υ(pi3, N, r) which is provided
to the source node at the set up phase along with the broadcast message.
• the source transmits the broadcast message and the string υ(pi3, N, 3r) in round 0.
• the source remains silent in every round i > 0.
• the protocol pi′ completes broadcast on network N in at most 3 ∗ r rounds
Lemma 4.2 Let pi′ be the protocol given by lemma 4.1, with r <
√
n
2 . Then, there exists an
advice string υ and a subset of networks S ⊂ C2 such that
1. Protocol pi′ completes broadcast in at most 3 ∗ r rounds on every network of subset S,
when the source node is provided with the advice string υ in the set up phase.
2. There exists an index i such that, for each possible topology of a BGI-component, there
is a network N ∈ S whose ith component has exactly this topology.
Definition 4.1 ([16]) Let [n] = {1, . . . , n} and let k ≤ n. A family F of subsets of [n] is a
(n, k)-selective if for every non empty subset Z of [n] such that |Z| ≤ k, there is a set F in
F such that |Z⋂F | = 1.
Theorem 4.1 ([16]) Let F be a (n, k)-selective family, with n > 2 and 2 ≤ k ≤ n/64. Then
it holds that, |F| ≥ k24 log2 nk .
Theorem 4.2 For every deterministic protocol pi that runs for o(
√
n) rounds, there exists a
C2 network N such that pi does not complete broadcast when executed on N .
Proof: Assume, to the contrary, that there exists a broadcast protocol pi that completes
broadcast in less than
√
n/1536 rounds on every C2 network. Then by applying lemma 4.1
we obtain a protocol pi′. Let υ, S, i be the advice string, subset of networks and index given
by Lemma 4.2 for protocol pi′.
The proof is based on the following observation. Suppose that x is a node in layer L1 and y
is a node in layer L2 of the i
th BGI-component of the network. According to the definition of
a broadcast protocol, the behavior of node x in a given round depends on its own label, which
is fixed, the labels of its neighbors and the sequence of messages received in previous rounds.
The source is always a neighbor of x, but x may or may not be connected to y. However, if
x is not connected to y, then x cannot transmit the message to y and complete broadcast on
this BGI-component, so we focus our attention on the situation when x is connected to y.
Now, from lemma 4.2, we get that the source transmits the same message in round 0
when protocol pi′ is executed on every network of subset S, namely the broadcast message
and advice string υ. At this point, we would like to conclude that, when connected to y, the
node x has exactly the same behavior in the executions of protocol pi′ on different networks
of subset S. However, we still have to consider the messages received by x from the node y,
which can be transmitted in different rounds on the different networks belonging to subset S.
But then, we recall that the only spontaneous transmission is made by the source in round
0, and so if y makes a transmission the task of broadcast has already been completed on this
BGI-component. Thus, we may conclude that, when connected to y, node x has always the
same behavior when pi′ executes on every network of S, up to the round in which broadcast
is completed on component i. Next, we present the proof of the lower bound formally.
Consider the family F = {F0, F1, . . . , Fr−1} of subsets of nodes from the BGI-component
i, defined as follows. A node x belongs to subset Fj if and only if there exists a network
N ∈ S such that
1. x is connected to y in the network N
2. x transmits in round 3 ∗ j + 1 when pi′ is executed on network N
3. y does not receive any message up till round 3 ∗ j + 1 when pi′ is executed on N .
Now, we claim that F corresponds to a (√n,√n)-selective family. To see this, note that
for an arbitrary network N , the subset of nodes in layer L1 of the i
th BGI-component of
network N that are connected to the node y, correspond to an arbitrary subset of [
√
n]. Let
this subset be called Z. Since pi′ completes broadcasting on network N in at most 3∗r rounds,
there must exist some j < r such that in round 3j+1, for the first time, exactly one node from
subset Z transmits. But this is equivalent to saying that there exists a subset Fj in F such
that |Fj ∩ Z| = 1. Finally, to appy the theorem 4.1, we restrict ourselves to (n, k)-selective
families, where k ≤ n64 . However, it is easy to see that if F is (
√
n,
√
n)-selective, then it is also
(
√
n,
√
n/64)-selective. Now, r = |F| ≥
√
n
64·24 ∗ log n ≥
√
n
1536 . But this contradicts our initial
assumption that there exists a deterministic broadcast protocol pi that completes broadcast
in less than
√
n/1536 rounds on every network of C2 family.
We note here that better constants could be derived by using the hitting game argument
from [3]. However, we believe that the current lower bound is not asymptotically close to the
optimal and hence have chosen not to optimize the constants. Below, we note a corollary to
the above theorem for networks of arbitrary diameter D.
Corollary 4.1 Every deterministic broadcast protocol must take Ω(
√
n ∗D) rounds to com-
plete broadcast on radio networks of diameter D.
5 Reductions (Proof of the Lemma 4.1)
In this section we present a series of simulation based reductions to prove Lemma 4.1.
5.1 Reduction 1
The first reduction shows that we may consider protocols with a simplified communication
structure, at the cost of a constant factor (= 3) increase in the number of rounds. In these
protocols, the nodes coordinate their transmissions so that collisions involving nodes from
different layers do not occur.
Lemma 5.1 Assume that there exists a protocol pi0 that completes broadcast in at most r
rounds on every C2 network. Then, there exists a protocol pi1 that completes broadcast in at
most 3 ∗ r rounds on every network of C2 family, such that the nodes in layer Li transmit in
round t only if t ≡ i (mod 3), for i = 0, 1, 2.
Proof: Protocol pi1 simulates each round t of protocol pi0 in the sequence of rounds 3t, 3t+1
and 3t + 2. The idea is that, in round 3t + i, each node in layer Li takes the action that it
would take in round t under protocol pi0.
Assuming that pi1 includes the description of protocol pi0, then it is sufficient to show that
each node w in the network can compute the list of messages received by itself up to round t
under protocol pi0, during the execution of pi1.
The claim is certainly true for t = 0. Now, suppose that, at the beginning of round 3t,
every node in the network has the correct list of messages received up to round t − 1 under
protocol pi0. Then, each node can take the appropriate action during rounds 3t, 3t + 1 and
3t+ 2, and update their list of received messages as follows. If w is a node in layer Li, then
a) if w transmits a message in round 3t + i, it appends φ to its list of received messages,
since it cannot receive a message in a round in which it acts as a transmitter.
b) otherwise, if exactly one neighbor of w transmits during rounds 3t, 3t+ 1 and 3t+2, it
appends this message to the list; else it appends φ.
Condition (a) is obvious. The only issue on condition (b) is the ability of the node w
to detect that a single neighbor transmitted in rounds 3t, 3t + 1 and 3t + 2. If w belongs
to layer L0 or L2, then all its neighbors are in layer L1 and, according to the definition of
a broadcast protocol, it receives a message in round 3t + 1 if and only if exactly one of its
neighbors transmit. If w belongs to layer L1, then it has the source and possibly a node from
layer L2 as neighbors. But since in this case no collision is possible, w can detect exactly
which of its neighbors transmitted.
Hence, the conditions above guarantee that, at the beginning of round 3(t+1), each node
in the network has the correct list of messages received under protocol pi0 up to round t.
We denote by Π1 the class of protocols satisfying the conditions of lemma 5.1.
5.2 Reduction 2
The second reduction shows that, instead of transmitting arbitrary messages, the source can
just retransmit whatever message it received in the previous L1 transmission round. The idea
is that the nodes of layer L1 can simulate the behavior of the source, once they have the
sequence of messages it has received so far, and in this way to recover the message that the
source should have transmitted during the execution of some other protocol.
Lemma 5.2 Assume that there exists a protocol pi1 of the class Π1, that completes broadcast
in at most 3r rounds on every C2 network. Then, there exists a protocol pi2, also of the class
Π1, that completes broadcast in at most 3r rounds on every C2 network such that, in round
3t, the source just retransmits whatever message it received in round 3t− 2.
Proof: In protocol pi2 the nodes of the network behave as follows.
The source node behaves according to the statement of the lemma. The nodes in layer
L2 just simulate protocol pi1. The nodes in layer L1 decide what action to perform in round
3t+ 1 in two steps.
First, they use the list of messages received from the source up to round 3t to simulate
the behavior of the source under protocol pi1, and obtain the sequence of messages that the
source should have transmitted up to round 3t in the execution of protocol pi1.
This second list, together with the list of messages received from a possible neighbor in
layer L2, allows them to simulate their own behavior under protocol pi1 and compute the
appropriate action to perform in round 3t+ 1.
We denote by Π2 the class of protocols satisfying the conditions of lemma 5.2.
5.3 Reduction 3
This reduction shows that, instead of transmitting arbitrary messages, the source can just
send descriptions of BGI-components of the network on which the protocol is being executed.
The idea is that, with the description of a BGI-component and the list of messages transmitted
by the source, any node of the network can recover the messages transmitted by the nodes
of this component to the source, and this is all that is required to simulate a protocol of the
class Π2.
Lemma 5.3 Assume that there exists a protocol pi2 of the class Π2 that completes broadcast
in at most 3r rounds on every C2 network. Then, there exists a broadcast protocol pi3, of the
class Π1, that completes broadcast in at most 3r rounds on every C2 network such that
• the source is provided, as input, with a complete description of the network on which the
protocol is being executed.
• in round 3t the source transmits:
a) the broadcast message µ, if t = 0.
b) φ, if no message is received in round 3t− 2.
c) < i, τ >, if a message is received in round 3t − 2; in this case, the tuplet < i, τ >
is a description of the BGI-component of the transmitting node in the network on
which the protocol is being executed.
Proof: In protocol pi3 the nodes of the network behave as follows.
The source node behaves according to the statement of the lemma. The nodes in layer L2
just simulate protocol pi2. The nodes in layer L1 need, for the simulation of protocol pi2, to
compute, in each round 3t, the message received by the source in round 3t− 2. We consider
two cases:
1. If the source transmits φ in round 3t, this means that it has received no message in
round 3t− 2, either because no neighbor transmitted or because a collision occurred.
2. If the source transmits < i, τ > in round 3t, this means that a single neighbor, from the
BGI-component i, transmitted in round 3t − 2. To recover this message, each node in
L1 can simulate the behavior of the nodes in component i up to round 3t− 2, using the
description τ and the list of messages transmitted by the source up to round 3(t − 1)
under protocol pi2.
We denote by Π3 the class of protocols that satisfy the conditions of lemma 5.3
5.4 Reduction 4
This reduction shows that, instead of providing the source with a complete description of the
topology of the network, it is sufficient to provide it with just a partial topological information
in the form of an advice string. Moreover, the behavior of the source is further restricted so
that now it just transmits the advice string together with the broadcast message in round
0, and remains silent thereafter. The idea is that the advice string gives the sequence of
messages transmitted by the source under protocol pi3, and with this information the nodes
in layer L1 can carry out a complete simulation of protocol pi3 on the network.
Lemma 5.4 Assume that there exists a protocol pi3 from class Π3, that completes broadcast
in at most 3r rounds on every network of family C2. Then, there exists a broadcast protocol
pi4, of the class Π1, such that
• for each network N in C2 there is an advice string υ(pi3, N, 3r) such that protocol pi4
completes broadcast on network N in at most 3r rounds when the source is provided with
this advice string in the set up phase.
• the source transmits the broadcast message and υ(pi3, N, 3r) in round 0.
• the source remains silent in every round i > 0.
Proof: The content of the advice string υ(pi3, N, 3r) is just the sequence of messages trans-
mitted by the source node in the first 3r rounds of the execution of protocol pi3 on network
N .
In protocol pi4 the nodes of the network behave as follows. The source node behaves
according to the statement of the lemma. The nodes in layer L2 just simulate protocol pi3. In
each round 3i+1, the nodes in layer L1 read the i
th entry of the advice string υ(pi3, N, 3r), to
obtain the message that the source would transmit in round 3i under protocol pi3, and then
simulate their own behavior under protocol pi3 to compute the appropriate action to perform
in this round.
The protocol pi4 given by Lemma 5.4 is the protocol pi
′ mentioned in the Lemma 4.1 of
Section 4.
6 Procedure Prune (Proof of the Lemma 4.2)
In this section we describe a procedure to obtain an advice string υ and a corresponding
subset of networks S ⊂ C2 for a protocol pi′ given by Lemma 4.1, such that the following two
conditions hold true:
1. Protocol pi′ completes broadcast in at most 3 ∗ r rounds on every network of subset S,
when the source node is provided with the advice string υ in the set up phase.
2. There exists an index i such that, for each possible topology of a BGI-component, there
is a network N ∈ S whose ith component has exactly this topology.
Recall that protocol pi′ is obtained through a series of reductions, and let pi3 be the protocol
from which pi′ is obtained in the last reduction. Under protocol pi3, the source transmits only
the broadcast message µ, the message φ, and topological information of BGI-components
< i, τ >. The sequence of messages transmitted by the source node under protocol pi3
(disregarding message µ) gives the advice string υ(pi3, N, 3r) provided to the source in the
execution of protocol pi′.
The subset of networks S is constructed by the execution of procedure Prune(), and
considers the execution of protocol pi3 on every network in C2. In the description of Prune()
and in the arguments that follow, we use the notation ε(pi3,M, 3t) to indicate which event
occurs in round 3t when pi3 is executed on network N . There are three possibilities:
• ε(pi3,M, 3t) = φ indicates that the source transmits φ in round 3t because none of its
neighbors transmitted in round 3t− 2.
• ε(pi3,M, 3t) = ρ indicates that the source transmits φ in round 3t because more than
one of its neighbors transmitted in round 3t− 2.
• ε(pi3,M, 3t) =< i, τ > gives the message transmitted by the source in round 3t when
only one node from layer L1 transmits in round 3t− 2.
Procedure Prune(pi3,r) {
S := set with all networks of C2
If r = 1 Then Return S
For t := 0 To r − 1 Do {
If there exists N ∈ S with ε(pi3, N, t) = ρ
Delete from S every network M with ε(pi3,M, t) 6= ρ
Else, if there exists N ∈ S with ε(pi3, N, t) =< i, τ >, for some i
Fix an arbitrary such network N, and
Delete from S every network M with ε(pi3,M, t) 6= ε(pi3, N, t)
}
Return(S)
}
Now, observe that all the networks in the set S returned by Prune() are associated with
the same sequence of events ε(pi3,M, 3), . . . , ε(pi3,M, 3(r − 1)). From this, it easily follows
that the source transmits the same sequence of messages when protocol pi3 is executed on
every network of the subset S. Let υ denote the advice string corresponding to this sequence
of messages, then the above condition (1) holds.
To check that condition (2) also holds, we fix an arbitrary network N from S, execute
protocol pi3, on N and mark its components as follows:
1. If ε(pi3,M, 3t) = φ, then no component is marked.
2. If ε(pi3,M, 3t) =< i, τ >, then mark component i.
3. If ε(pi3,M, 3t) = ρ, then choose two of the nodes that transmit in round 3t−2 arbitrarily,
and mark the respective components.
Let B be the set of components marked in this procedure.
Lemma 6.1 Let M be a C2 network whose components listed in B have the same topology
as in network N . Then, M belongs to the set S returned by Prune().
Proof: We prove the lemma by induction on r.
The case of r = 1 is trivial. For the general case, we first observe that every network N ′
which satisfies ε(pi3, N
′, t) = ε(pi3, N, t), for t = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1, belongs to the subset S. So,
we will prove that the network M satisfies all those equations.
Suppose that the lemma holds for r = k. Now let us consider the case of r = k + 1. By
the inductive hypothesis, we have that ε(pi3,M, t) = ε(pi3, N, t), for t = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1, so we
only need to show that ε(pi3,M, 3k) = ε(pi3, N, 3k). There are three cases to consider:
Case 1: ε(pi3, N, 3k) = ρ
In this case, more than one node from L1 transmit in round 3k − 2 when pi3 is executed
on network N . Let x and y be the nodes chosen in step (3) of the marking procedure above,
and suppose that x and y belong to the BGI-components i and j, respectively.
We claim that x and y also transmit in round 3k − 2 when pi3 is executed on network M ,
which implies that ε(pi3,M, 3k) = ρ. To check the claim, observe that the BGI-component i
and j have the same topologies in networks N and M . Since the nodes in these components
receive the same sequence of messages from the source up to round 3(k − 1), they have
identical behaviors in rounds 3k − 2 and 3k − 1 when pi3 is executed on networks N and M .
This follows from the definition of a deterministic broadcast protocol. In particular, nodes x
and y transmit in round 3k − 2 when pi3 is executed on network M .
Case 2: ε(pi3, N, 3k) =< i, τ >
In this case, a single node from L1 transmits in round 3k−2 when pi3 is executed on network
N . Let x be such node, which, according to the message, belongs to the ith BGI-component.
Now, we claim that x is also the single node to transmit in round 3k − 2 when pi3 is
executed on network M . Before proving the claim, we observe that the BGI-component i is
marked in the procedure above, and so it has exactly the same topology on networks N and
M . Thus, if the claim holds, we have ε(pi3,M, 3k) =< i, τ >, as required.
The fact that node x transmits in round 3∗k−2 when protocol pi3 is executed on network
M follows by the same argument given in case 1. Now, suppose that some other node in
L1 also transmits in the same round. Then, a collision would occur and the source would
transmit ρ in its next transmission round 3 ∗ k. However, by the inductive hypothesis, the
network M survives up to the (k + 1)th iteration of Prune(), and so in this iteration the
network N would be purged from set S, which is a contradiction. Hence, x is the only node
to transmit in round 3k − 2 when pi3 is executed on network M .
Case 3: ε(pi3, N, 3k) = φ
In this case, there is no transmission in round 3k−2 when protocol pi3 is executed on N . A
similar argument to the one given in case 2 allows to conclude that there is also no transmission
in round 3k − 2 when protocol pi3 is executed on network M . Hence, ε(pi3,M, 3k) = φ.
Finally, condition 2 easily follows from lemma 6.1 by observing that, when r <
√
n/2, the
set B has less than √n components. Thus, if i is a BGI-component which does not belong to
B, then every networkM which has exactly the same topology as that of network N excepting
the ith component, belongs to the subset S.
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